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Lucky, you’re with AAMI

Who is AAMI? Founded in 1969, AAMI is one of Australia’s leading personal insurance 
providers.  

 Everyone knows the motor insurance market in Australia is highly competitive, just ask 
the guys down at compare the meerkat? Sorry  I mean Compare the market, anyone can 

hand out  motor insurance these days, even our giant supermarkets such as Coles and 
Woolworths are jumping into the market, but as the growth of insurance companies has 
skyrocketed, the only real way to gain customers is to ‘steal them’ through the means of 

strategic content strategy. 

Insurance of any kind is considered a commercialised market and according to consumers 
there is little to no  differentiation between companies which leads to prolonged buyers 

when it comes to the ultimate decision of ‘which insurer do 
I choose?’.  

It is easy for any brand to stand in front of a camera and tell you how good their product is 
however, leading brands such as AAMI still require ‘a stand out campaign’ to help them 

maximise growth.  



But here lies the problem… everyone hates advertisements. Which is why there is a 
constant challenge for brands to ensure their campaign initiate thumb stopping content 

or in a Youtube sense, ‘skip stopping’ content.  So, how can AAMI get people to switch 
from their current insurers? The Strategy? To give AAMI a brand personality, something 

that Australians could relate to and be remembered for years. 

A total of 588,000 Drivers in NSW trust AAMI to be their insurer, but these numbers do not 
just grow overnight, it takes years of campaigning and content strategies to build AAMI as 

one of Australia’s most trusted yet recognisable brands in Australia. 

That’s where AAMI made it easy! By teaming up with Australian advertising agency Ogilvy 
or O&M, (who have been been producing iconic and cultural changing marketing 
campaigns in Australia for over 50 years), AAMI was able to produce the perfect 

advertisement that would see the campaign run for over three years. 

some more 

background information



Video Time

Click here to watch the love affair blossom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DL0T_
zFaHwU



Remember these two?

Image source 1 - Rhonda: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DL0T_zFaHwU



What was the 

campaign?



Where it all began…

The Campaign 

The Desire of the campaign: 

To give drivers something in return but 
present it in a relatable way. 

Reason?  Most insurers rarely give anything 
back to its consumers, in fact if anything,  

consumers pay through the roof premiums 
hoping that they will never have to lodge a 

claim. So, what about those drivers who have 
never had to make a claim? Well, AAMI had 

soon recognised those people and had 
developed the Safe Driver Rewards benefits. 

However, still needed a fun way to present the 
campaign in it’s own unique way. 

The result? ‘The Rhonda Narrative’ 
campaign. 



It was the summer of 12’ 



The Campaign and strategy behind it all

It was declared as one of Australia’s most successful advertising campaigns, AAMI 
‘Safe Driver’. 

To take a dry product of selling car insurance and show the benefits of savings in the 
terms of lifestyle. Wanting the advertisement to be as relatable as possible,  the 

casting of the actors had to be of those who Australian audiences could relate to and 
use across a number of channels. 

Let’s take it back to  the summer 2012 where we were first introduced to Ketut as 
she discusses to her friend the savings she made just by being an AAMI Safe Driver 

Rewards customer. This was where Australia first fell in love with Ketut.

While, traditional forms of media played a huge role during the campaign period as 
it ensured it reached maximum engagement, social media platforms allowed for a  

nationwide conversation, with unknown fans creating their own facebook pages and 
fan bases which would not have been achieved without social media. 



The Campaign and strategy behind it all

The campaign saw 100,000 likes just within the first week. It was soon clear 
Australians wanted more. And AAMI listened with Australia’s love story 

soon extending over a number of chapters. 

After a number of  TVC’s, AAMI had taken us back to Rhonda’s High School 
reunion in August 2013,, with ketut nowhere to be seen, she locks eyes 

with her highschool crush, Trent Toogood. 

And for the last time, Rhonda was blasted across the world of social media. 
AAMI even set up a voting campaign for the Australian fans aloowing them 

to vote on who they thought was right Rhonda creating the hashtags 
#teamtrent and #teamketut with the purpose allowing Australian’s to be 

apart of the next chapter in her life. Unfortunately, Australians never got to 
see the next chapter in Rhonda’s love affair However, the campaign series 

is still one of Australia’s most recognisable advertisements. 



Cultural Perspective

As the character of Rhonda had already been  introduced to us at the end 
of 2011, the fanfare and following of Rhonda had sparked ideas for a new 

campaigns. 

While Australia has a long love affair with holiday destinations and Bali in 
particular, Ogily wanted to create the dialogue between the two characters 
to resemble the culture that already pre-exists based upon consumers own 

experiences during their own visits Bali. .  

AAMI had also recognised Maslow’s idea for human companionship which 
is evident in Rhonda as she wants nothing more then to be loved by her 

balinese dream boy, Ketut. 



“
- Kiss me ketut

- You look so hot today Rhonda, like a sunrise 



Influences 

Not only did the Rhonda and Ketut love story capture the imagination of the Australian public, 
AAMI’s  campaign content spiraled into the Australian Culture that would soon be influenced by 

the likings of political cartoons,  memes, parodies, international merchandise, the naming of 
race horses and greyhounds around Australia, hashtags and social media fan pages. AAMI was 

essentially the talk of the town. 

The campaign was an International success and shortly after the campaign the whole world was 
in awe over the pair. 

The success of AAMI’s Safe Drivers campaign also saw the launch of an eBay auction hosted by 
Australian Television influencers, Hamish and Andy  with the highest bidder taking home 

Rhonda’s bling for Australian charity Beyondblue. The same jewellrey she wore during AAMI’s 
last story to the narrative. The auction was held to help fans say goodbye to their beloved 

character Rhonda as they essentially became apart of the popular culture industry as AAMI 
wanted them to feel apart of the advertising campaign. 



Australia’s greatest love 

story?



Content Strategy 

The success of the Rhonda Narrative was huge. The idea to sell something 
as boring and bland like motor insurance and taking it beyond the layers of 
forced advertising previously had not been as successful by other brands. 

The success of the campaign was due to the rising tensions between the 
two main characters, Rhonda and her ‘balinese dream boy’, Ketut. The idea 

to add humor to each new installment of Rhonda’s story, was a  strategy 
itself as it enabled an authentic story, one that not only was relatable to 

the Australian culture, but one that viewers could look back on from years 
to come and remember what was ‘Australia’s greatest love story’.  



Media Platforms



The CHannel Insights

Capturing our deepest insights into brand purchases allows business to determine which 
channels work best when it comes to marketing their brand. 

We were first introduced to Rhonda in 2011 in a short TVC and then via Facebook and within the 
first week of Rhonda’s rollout and it soon became apparent what Australia wanted. By 

Introducing Rhonda to us before the campaign, AAMI were able to source out what their target 
market wanted. 

According to AAMI a person can only be apart of the Safe Drivers reward program if their “Credit is 
a percentage of the rated premium paid the previous year and is applied as a credit to next year's rated 

premium. Maximum 25% discount is for drivers who don't make a claim on their AAMI Comprehensive Car 
Insurance policy that impacts their Safe Driver Rewards status for 9 years+.” - AAMI Safe Drivers Reward, 

www.AAMI.com.au 

Essentially the campaign not only had fit the age demographic of 30 years+ but also fit in 
culturally so their ‘safe drivers’ could relate to it. 

By delivering real results that saw AAMI gain the most out of their reach to a broad audience lead 
into a national and world-wide conversation. While digital platforms such as Youtube, Facebook 

and Twitter are considered important to get their messages across, traditional forms of media 
including outdoor, TV and press also  allowed for AAMI’s growing consumers to interact with the 

campaign and be apart of the conversation. 

http://www.aami.com.au


Content Strategy behind Social Media

Facebook is essentially a media agency itself. AAMI’s decision to partner with Facebook during 
the campaign was both content and consumer led. Normally, AAMI’s content strategy revolves 

around three age demographics 18-29, 30-49 and the over 50’s however, the last two age 
demographics relate to the Rhonda and Ketut campaign in particular as they fit into what AAMI 

believed to be a safe driver. (statistics NADIA CAMERON (CMO))

These age groups in particular were used as a key indicator for AAMI to source out each groups 
interests and preferences.  

AAMI’s social media objectives was not to raise awareness to their target demographic of 30-49’s 
and the over 50’s, but instead their strategy to use these select media channels made them an 

industry leader. 

It is also noted that AAMI’s selected age demographic is likely to use Facebook, Youtube and 
Twitter unlike any other forms of social media to convey their messages.  

https://www.cmo.com.au/author/1308023504/nadia-cameron/articles


It’s Auction time!



Paid, Earned, Owned, Shared

Paid Media - With no additional money provided for AAMI’s 
campaigns,  their advertising awareness reached a total of 72% as 
compared to a standard rollout of 33% increase in awareness. 

Earned Media - the rollout of Ogilvy’s campaign generated a total of 1.5 
million dollars in earned media, via social media, talkback radio stations as 
well as publicity in news reports. The #Rhonda also sparked UGC which 
saw the launch and the need for  the ‘rhonda returns’ ads via twitter. 

Owned Media - Over a 3 year innovative and socially led campaign, 
content was delivered over across their 3 channels in multiple formats, 
including TVC, memes, voting stations, sales auctions,  all to generate 
engagement.  

Shared Media -  The appearance of brand awareness through AAMI’s 
paid media, saw the likes of shared media through these channels. 
Through social sharing, AAMI was able to gain a wider audience that did 
not correlate with their paid media, however,  through organic reach 
reaching a wider audience that they necessarily would not of been able to 
reach through Paid Media channels.  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue
=3&v=VnJYxgTvNPI 

Youtube 

AAMI; 322,434 - Just on 
their Rhonda Returns 
campaign alone

NRMA; 42012 
CGU; 26,996 
Youi; 26,337 
GIO; 1572

Note; these statistics only apply for the period of the rollout campaign for Rhonda Returns  in 2013*

Judging from these results, it is evident that Rhonda’s Return helped AAMI achieve 
the greatest outcome for consumer engagement against their competitors. These 
results compare AAMI’s competitors to a TVC commercial on Youtube during the 

time of  the 24 month Rhonda saga
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=VnJYxgTvNPI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=VnJYxgTvNPI


Place your screenshot here

Social Media 

‘Future Lovechild? What if 
Rhonda and Ketut had a 
baby? 



Place your screenshot here

Print Advertisement 

“Up to 15% discount for 
drivers who don’t claim” 

- Where will the savings take 
you?



Fan base 



#teamtrent 
#teamketut 



The results

Ogilvy, the strategist team behind the Rhonda Narrative reported on the 
success of the campaign, declaring it a  three year success. Since the 

launch of the campaign in 2012:
▸ AAMI’s app downloads had increased 1782%. 

▸ Their advertising recognition for the commercial was up 67%, 34% 
higher than average. 

▸ Their brand linkage for the campaign was up by 79%, 27% higher then 
what they would normally achieve during a normal rollout campaign.

▸ 24% increase for quote inquires
Ogilvy had also noted  that 46% of consumers found the original 

commercial enjoyable to watch compared to the 21% of people who enjoy 
outside campaigns 

Overall, the success of Ogilvy’s campaign helped achieve consumer 
engagement 



The results 

There is certainly no denying that Rhonda had provided AAMI, and motor insurance with a personality, that 
gave the brand a ‘point of difference’ in somewhat predictable and dull market. 

The campaign strategy behind Rhonda hit a new record, meaning the strength of the campaign meant more 
people became affiliated with the advertisement  than any other AAMI campaign recorded. The more the 

campaign progressed the more awareness the advertisement achieved. The brand has also reached a 24% 
increase in advertising awareness since the rollout of Rhonda in 2011.  (Source: IPSOS Research). 



Campaign Improvements 

So many Advertisements today focus on the extra rather than just sticking to the brief however, 
Ogilvy made the extra work with the brief and as a result, turned the AAMI Safe Driver campaign 

into one of Australia’s most successful Advertising campaigns. 

According to the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising (IPA) in Britain, only 72% of campaigns 
have a chance of being effective. Of those 72% out of the 900+ campaigns they looked at, the 

successful ones increased sales margins, increased customer loyalty and drove up profits, 
margins and penetration for their businesses. 

Real campaigns are hard to come by these days and thanks to team down at Ogilvy, they turned 
AAMI into more than just a household name, to this very day, adults and kids still use catch 

phrases such as ‘hot like a sunrise’ wherever they go and the pairs romance was discussed on 
every street corner, TV station and breakfast show on the radio. 

Rhonda and Ketut soon became their own brand, one certainly not to be reconciled with. Guest 
appearances during  half time AFL games the Melbourne Cup  had also flipped social media 

upside down as the pair continued to trend on major platforms. 

The campaign was an overall success on both AAMI’s and Ogilby’s behalf.  



Campaign Improvements

But it’s true what they say all good things must come to an end… and it goes without saying that 
the Rhonda and Ketut campaign was the pinnacle for AAMI. 

The campaign sought out dozens of fans pages over social media and fan art all around the 
world. But as Audiences surrounded themselves around Australia’s greatest love affair, did AAMI 

lose focus as to what they were selling? Motor insurance? The answer no, in fact it could be 
argued that their love affair drived AAMI to where it is now. 

Although the campaign was a success, it could be said that if the advertisements ran today, 
social media could of helped drive the campaign further gaining a wider reach through paid 

media as the numbers of people using social media and in particular AAMI’s target market has 
doubled since the official launch of their three campaign in 2012. 
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